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NY mayor tries to regain hold in city
De Blasio seeks to show
leadership after 2 officers
killed, weeks-long protests
By MATT FLEGENHEIMER
NEW YORK TI ME S

NEW YORK — Mayor Bill de
Blasio, publicly silent and largely out of view the day after two
police officers were killed in
Brooklyn, re-emerged on Monday, straining to demonstrate
leadership over a fractured city.

He visited the families of the
slain officers, spoke to a nonprofit police group and, for the
first time since the shooting,
fielded several questions at a
news conference at Police Headquarters.
And at every stop, the liberal
mayor, who ascended to office
on a pledge to reshape the Police Department, had company:
Police Commissioner William
Bratton — once renowned for
helping turn back crime in
the 1990s, now the essential
bridge between the mayor and

a department that distrusts him
more deeply than ever.
De Blasio, at the helm of a
city still raw from weeks of protests, called for a suspension of
the demonstrations, asked the
public to report any possible
threats against police officers,
and urged New Yorkers to thank
and console officers in mourning, even as detectives continued to trace the movements and
communications of the shooter
before the attack on Saturday.
Yet on a day of somber reflec-

New York
Mayor Bill de
Blasio, left, is
joined by
Police
Commissioner
William
Bratton at a
news conference in
New York on
Monday.
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INCREASE WANTED: Labor advocates push to raise hourly pay to $15
for county-affiliated workers, including nearly 5,000 in-home care providers

Wage Debate

No solid evidence that
outage was ‘response’ that
President Obama vowed
By DAVID E. SANGER
and NICOLE PERLROTH
N EW YO R K T I M ES

CHRISTOPHER CHUNG / The Press Democrat

WAGE INCREASE SOUGHT: In-home caregiver Paul Esparza, right, negotiates what can be thrown out with his client, Jason Carlin, at Carlin’s apartment in
Rohnert Park on Friday. Esparza said he plans to describe his work to county supervisors when they take up the wage issue next year.
By ANGELA HART
THE PRE S S D E MO C RAT

S

ebastopol resident Paul Esparza
earns $11.65 an hour for his work as
an in-home care provider, cooking,
cleaning and tending to the daily medical needs of a pair of elderly men and a
38-year-old man who has developmental
disabilities.
The pay is barely enough to support
Esparza and his three teenage children,
leading him to take side jobs to make
ends meet.
“We are so underpaid for this kind of
work,” said Esparza, 57.
That grievance is at the heart of an

escalating debate in Sonoma County, pitting the largest group of county-affiliated
contractors and their allies in organized
labor against county officials and taxpayer advocates concerned about ballooning
public expenses.
Propelled by a growing national
movement to address flat wages for a
large swath of the working class, local
labor activists are redoubling their push
for a sweeping pay raise, to $15 an hour,
for about 5,500 county-affiliated workers,
including nearly 5,000 in-home care workers like Esparza.
The move comes on the heels of the
Board of Supervisors recent endorsement for a narrower wage boost, which

would raise pay to $13 an hour for 560
people employed under county contracts.
Supervisors balked at broader action covering more workers, including
in-home care providers, citing concerns
over costs for taxpayers and other budget
priorities.
The stance sets up a looming standoff
with labor advocates, who are hoping to
seize on momentum from other cities
and counties across California and the
country where proposals to raise pay for
low-income workers have surfaced and
passed recently.
The issue could be one of the most
contentious to come before the Board of
TURN TO WAGE, PAGE A7

SAN FRANCISCO — A
strange thing happened to
North Korea’s already tenuous
link to the Internet on Monday:
It failed.
While perhaps a coincidence,
the failure of the country’s computer connections began only
hours after President Barack
Obama declared Friday that the
United States would launch a
“proportional response” to what
he termed an act of “cybervandalism” against Sony Pictures.
Over the weekend, as North
Korean officials demanded a
“joint investigation” into the
Sony attacks and denied culpability — an assertion the United States rejected — Internet
service began to get wobbly. By
early Monday, the Internet went
as dark as one of those satellite
photographs showing the impoverished country by night.
Experts who monitor the
health of the global Internet
called it one of the worst North
Korean network failures in
years. But U.S. officials who had
described over the weekend how
they were intensely focused on
the country’s telecommunications connections through China
— and how they had asked the
Chinese government for help in
cutting off the North’s ability to
send malicious code around the
world — declined to discuss what
befell those connections.
“I guess accidents can happen,” one said in a very brief
telephone conversation.
A State Department spokeswoman, Marie Harf, told reporters on Monday, “We aren’t going
to discuss, you know, publicly
TURN TO INTERNET, PAGE A7

Study finds tablet reading can alter sleep
By GEOFFREY MOHAN
LOS ANGELES T I ME S

If you’re in bed reading this, you
may feel sleepy tomorrow morning.
A study has found that reading
from a light-emitting device, such as
an e-reader, before bedtime can shift
your body’s natural clock and delay
the onset and characteristics of your
sleep. And that could leave you feeling
groggier the morning after, according
to the study published online Monday
in the journal Proceedings of the Na-
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tional Academy of Sciences.
A dozen people checked into the
sleep lab at Boston’s Brigham and
Women’s Hospital and stayed for two
weeks. During that time, each spent
five consecutive evenings reading a
book for four hours under reflected
light, and five evenings viewing an
iPad for the same duration (the order
of the five-day blocks was randomly
assigned). All had a mandatory bedtime of 10 p.m. and a 6 a.m. wake-up.
Blood tests showed those who read
from the computer tablet had sup-
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pressed evening levels of melatonin,
and on the next day, the increase in
that hormone occurred 90 minutes
later, an indication of a shift in their
body’s circadian cycle, according to the
study. Long-term suppression of melatonin by nighttime light exposure
has been linked to increased risk of
certain cancers, the study noted.
The study subjects using e-readers
also took 10 minutes longer to fall
asleep and had nearly 12 minutes less
rapid-eye-movement sleep, a stage
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JOE COCKER DIES AT 70: English singer was
known for his frenzied cover of “With a Little
Help From My Friends” / A3

KENNETH CHANG / New York Times

A new study suggests that reading from a glowing
device before bedtime can have a negative impact
on health and sleeping patterns.
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